SHADER ART FINAL
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Alfonso

3D MODEL
My teammate only
contributed to making one
building model for the ﬁnal.
Additionally I got help from
Alfonso Benitez who helped
me create the scene that
elongates and continues my
3D model to appear like an
upward narrow alley and
some street lamps.
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Dharini

Alfonso

None of the assets I made
are taken as I wanted this
project to be as close to my
own as I could beyond the
shaders and textures as I
knew I could not make
enough of those to hold up
the integrity I was looking
for. This made it a little more
personal for me.

1| MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

I started oﬀ with a simple rough brick.
I wanted to create a pattern that
looked relatively old but not too
decrepit as the concept was not for
the town to be ancient, but for it to
have a european semi modern look.

Resources used:
https://youtu.be/f5tmn2hBnHQ

To create it I had to start oﬀ by
developing and altering the simple
brick 2D pattern oﬀered by
Substance Designer. Through a lot of
warping and leveling the image I
made the tiles appear a little more
timely around the edges.

Additionally I made a scratch
texture using some of the nefault
grunges, also warping, mixing and
leveling them so they can appear as
indents in the height map.
I do not have a picture but I
additionally added grime in between
the bricks which allowed that white
tone in between the bricks to show
a little more and give them a little
more 3-dimensionality.

2| MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

Resources used:
https://youtu.be/bpsLg44gSg8

Mask
in PS

Gradient (dynamic): Using
images to get more accurate color
results for roof

Tiling was entirely diﬀerent to the
bricks. I followed a tutorial but often
had to be crafty or decisive in the
choices I made as I did not have the
custom nodes nor the original
reference pictures used for the ﬁnal
model. I also had to cut out from it
due to time constraints. I must say I
am overall very happy with the results
of this texture. The implementation
were a bit hard and I had some
issues with my height map which
seemed like it did not want to register
and would appear only as a solid
black color.

To do this I had to start oﬀ with a basic
height map that was the tiling of an altered
shape. Made the tile shape by using a
square and subtracting a small portion of
a circle. I had to make my own mask in
Photoshop so I could have variation in
tiles based on the grime and cut masks
I’d make.
The process was pretty similar to that of
the bricks, the main diﬀerence being that I
put a lot more detail in this and used
grayscale scanning and directional blurs a
lot more to get the eﬀects looking like they
were on top of the roof tiles.

Channel map made in photoshop
to make raindrop texture

1| SHADERS
Resources used:
https://youtu.be/EIjpKlgsWLM

In total I made three shaders. One of
them I did not mention as it was a
very simple one meant for the ﬁnal
render so some of the lights and
windows would glow. The main two I
focused one are very subtle but quite
complex. I created water that drips
down objects based on their position
in the world. Rotation and scale
aﬀects them. I made my own channel
map for it as well.
The goal was to get an animation
moving downwards of the object with
a speed that could be altered at any
given time. Then I needed to make
sure that they appear only on the
sides that are realistic so I created
channel maps to mask the areas
based on where the animation should
show at what position based on world
position.

After it became a matter of having
more than one material on at the time
and introducing some eﬀects that
would plur the cartoony look of the
raindrops. To do that I used a blur tool
at it all went smoothly.
Next time I will certainly make the
raindrops less dense as the look in
the ﬁnal is a bit extreme for what I
wanted. Unfortunately this eﬀect ends
up being extremely subtle and I can’t
really use for all my assets but I made
a separate scene to show a detailed
overview of it.

2| SHADERS

IN UNITY PROJECT PLEASE CHECK RAIN
TEST SCENE FOR A BETTER VIEW OF
THE SHADERS

I wanted the ground to be realistic
and have ripples as the rain falls
keeping an immersive illusion of the
rain. To do that I used a 16 frame
animation youtube creator Polytools
made for his tutorial and applied it
using the ﬂipnote node. It turned out
very well creating a lovely eﬀect over
the top of any material.
It is not a particularly complex system
but it is a pretty fun method of using
image masks for a better result. I also
did not have the normal of the image
so instead of plugging it in directly I
had to make a separate normal mode
to properly create depth for the
ripples.
Pictures
taken
from
tutorial

I ﬁnd the shine eﬀect to have turned
out very well, I do wish it would have
been a bit more obvious as the ﬁnal
scene doesn't give this shader
justice.

Resources used:
https://youtu.be/R6EX6dN1BOs

I also added a water eﬀect underneath it so it
looks like the street is full of water. This was a
little extreme in the ﬁnal so I had to tone it
down a lot but it turned out pretty good in the
end.

UNITY IMPLEMENTATION OF
ALL ASSETS

Possibly the least stress inducing part of the project. The ﬁrst image
depicts the original look when I just tried adding in the assets.
Texturing was very complicated and I needed some help from the
outside as my teammate could not do this task. I had Alfonso, the
person what helped me make some necessary 3D assets, UV
unwrap the model. I miscalculated some steps and it became a
harder process than it should have but the overall end result looks
decent enough. I manage to use both pbr textures I created and they
both reﬂected quite well in the ﬁnal.
Before just dragging the materials onto the objects I tried to learn
substance painter but because of the UV unwrap and the model’s
issues it just did not turn out that good and all of my work on the
textures would have been almost unrecognisable so I stuck to this
slightly more blocky feel.

Miscellaneous
Substance painter attempt

Resources used:
Making Vines
https://youtu.be/U8hOpO63jpg

Making Rain
https://youtu.be/Ax3WNI-3C60

In order to get as close to the original vision as possible I
had to borrow a lot of assets and check a lot of tutorials on
making things in diﬀerent programs to get there. I did this
all by myself. Here you can see the attempt at using
substance painter. It is not the worst but none of my
textures are noticeable which just wasn’t the ﬁnal intent.

Borrowed Asset Place
https://freepbr.com

Borrowed Fog Eﬀect
and Unity Fog Tutorial
https://github.com/etredal/Fog
Tutorial
https://youtu.be/UgJE3TgT3o8

I wish I could have done more of the things I borrowed
myself or with my teammate but time constraints and
additional issues hindered the possibility to lower that
amount. I am quite proud of the ﬁnal however and I found
this experience to be very rewarding in its own way. I
certainly learnt a lot and found a very strong passion for
substance designer. It also made me want to become
better at making models and taught me to UV unwrap and
separate assets as much as possible if I do want to texture
them in the future.
I believe the result is relatively close to the concept and it
carries the message across well “ a small town on a rainy
night”.

Final
Working on this was very tough for me but I am
happy with the results and the knowledge i
gained along the way. I think it was a little
ambitious for the time we had taking into
account the shortened semester and additional
deadlines I had to face. Give all that, the result
was quite fruitful and i look forward to doing
something like this a little more professionally
next time.

